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 All along on the Arizona trip, Native Americans and 

Native Mexicans worked to clean and serve in hotels and 

restaurants. Visitors appeared to be from all over the 

world. 

 Outdoors at the Grand Canyon, diversification denied 

identification of the different countries and roots by 

language or dress. Fine-tuned hearing aids interrupted by 

camera shutter clicks and cell phone dial tones made groups 

from Romania sound like an offshoot from a Hopi Indian 

chant. 

 Wherever the overlook into the canyon, the people, 

foreign or native, dressed much different than 

shortgrassers. In olden times, lurid fascination arose in 

Saturday matinees at bare black skins and faces marked with 

broad white paint marks, topped by feathered headdresses 

and bone nose ornaments. 

 Nowadays, the circus Wild Man from Borneo and Caged 

Katherine the Savage Queen wouldn’t qualify as ushers, much 

less as attractions in today’s scenes. Sub-cut blouses, 

midrifted and bare backed, expose more flesh than Zigfield 

offered in his grandest dance routines. 

 Often in the unusual privacy of a public lavatory, I 

blanch at the shocked look frozen on my face in the mirror. 



“Shame, shame” forms on my lips, followed by: “Where have 

the dress codes gone that the Mertzon Study Club ladies 

enforced so rigidly in the 1940s?” (The club even had 

standards set to play “Ring Around the Rosie.”) 

 The more stops we made, before and after the canyon, 

the more mysterious people’s origins became. One hotel in 

Flagstaff, for example, worked a dark plaited-haired maid 

with a fat, tan-skinned baby in a sling on her back. Down 

the hall, a woman with the same color hair and skin tone 

from Mexico steered a vacuum cleaner, enforced by the 

determination that drove her to come 2000 miles on foot and 

via illegal transportation to work. (I interviewed her. 

Full details omitted.) 

 Was — or is — the mejicana a blood sister to the 

Native American maid with the child? Next point, where does 

the right come to say who goes on the reservations, or who 

gets kicked back across the Big River that the Ancients 

waded and crossed free as wild game? The night before, a 

story restated how puzzled anthropologists were that during 

a 27-year drouth, the Sinaugua people disappeared from 

Arizona without a trace in 800 AD. Speculation was that the 

people might have joined the Aztec in Mexico. (Side note: a 

pretty big cull on herders started in the shortgrass 



country after the Big Drouth in the 50s. No one wonders 

where we have gone.) 

 Day earlier, a Navajo entertainer mentioned that his 

language was of Asiatic roots. How does that fit? Are the 

Navajos wet Orientals or are the Orientals wet Navajos? It 

doesn’t hurt the anthropologists’ consciences to claim 

lines marked on the cliff walls go back 12,000 years. There 

should be enough imagination left to route ancient 

migration directions across the Artic wastelands. 

 Be a good time to stop and slip in a current problem. 

The Chinese own treasury notes worth two trillion dollars. 

We used the Navajos to foil the enemy code breakers in 

World War Two. The time might come when the Navajos come in 

handy to talk to our backers in the Orient. 

 I know back in ‘54 when the USDA drouth loan offices 

moved from Sonora to San Antonio, we better woolie and 

hollow-horn customers learned to take off our hats at the 

lobby door and not wear boots that needed a tow sack to 

police the soles. An interpreter sure would have helped, 

Navajo or New Yorker, to explain why a prickly pear burner 

needed a new hose, or why a wrench to extract valve cores 

from flat tires would be handy. 

 Herders today, however, can be neutral on Washington’s 

unpapered alien policy. Within months after the law passed 



in the late 70s to make employing or transporting 

undocumented aliens a $5000 fine per worker, only a few 

hardheaded herders tried to circumvent the rule. 

 Overnight, patrolmen no longer came by the ranch house 

to drink coffee or eat lunch. No longer did the footsore 

Felipes stop to ask for work, or check on the children they 

taught to ride horseback. 

 All the time on other trips, Native Mexicans do all 

the menial tasks in hotels. Small note cards on bathroom 

counters say: “Angelina or Juana is your housekeeper.” Lots 

of times downstairs, a Juan pushes a huge cart filled with 

dirty laundry for some senorita to wash and dry. No note 

card on the lavatory needs to explain where these workers 

came from. 

 At checkout in Flagstaff, the mother’s sling hung on 

her cart by the door signaled time to feed the baby. The 

vacuum cleaner driver with her hair locks plastered by 

sweat on her forehead by 9 a.m. meant for sure that it 

would be merciful to grant a pardon to a lady having to 

work so hard. 


